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So Long, Marianne (Public reading portion) 

 

The day Leonard Cohen passed, southeastern American forests erupted in flames. All I could 

hear was his deep voice crooning,  

 

And who by fire, who by water,  

who in the sunshine, who in the night time,  

who by high ordeal, who by common trial,  

who in your merry merry month of may,  

who by very slow decay,  

and who shall I say is calling? 

 

Death, it seemed, was calling. Leonard Cohen died on November 10th, 2016 at the age of 82. 

Ironically, in a fairly recent interview with the New Yorker, he said, “I am ready to die. I hope 

it’s not too uncomfortable. That’s about it for me.”  

 

Something I found continually compelling regarding Cohen was always his illusive, seven-year 

relationship with Norwegian woman Marianne Ihlen, the woman who went on to inspire most of 
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the songs on his first album, Songs of Leonard Cohen. They met while Cohen was living in 

Hydra, a U-shaped port town In Greece, in an apartment he rented for 14 dollars per month. 

Cohen invited her and her infant son to live with him and they stayed together for most of the 

1960s. Maybe what intrigues me most are the days before her death, as it was only a handful of 

months ago in July of 2016. She was on her deathbed with only a few days – or even hours – to 

live, when Leonard Cohen penned her a letter.  

 

It reads, “Well Marianne it’s come to this time when we are really so old and our bodies are 

falling apart and I think I will follow you very soon. Know that I am so close behind you that if 

you stretch out your hand, I think you can reach mine.” 

 

Though he’s considered “The Godfather of Gloom,” in this letter, I find him to be quite hopeful. 

 

I was coming out of an abusive relationship two years ago when Gregory Alan Isakov’s cover of 

Cohen’s “One Of US Cannot Be Wrong” soundtracked a turbulent plane ride I took to France 

and furthermore saved me. I downloaded Songs of Leonard Cohen onto my phone the first week 

in Normandy and I didn’t listen to anything else for three weeks. His haunting but soothing voice 

softened the pain of heartbreak and manipulation. Underneath the French wisteria and a blanket 

of Cohen’s words, I began to heal. 

 

What comes next for Mr. Cohen? The past several days has me wondering. I walk outside and 

Tennessee wildfire smoke fills my lungs.  
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I wonder if this is how he felt right before he went. Or if it’s just how he felt everyday, as the 

cigarette smoke permeated his lungs. I am comforted by the fact I will never know. I often think 

about existing and that fact that I exist and Leonard Cohen exists, and that it must mean 

something that we have breathed together, smoke and all.  

 

More smoke today. The sky is crying and angry and upset that the glum soul of Cohen has 

passed. The moon is super. America fell apart last month and elected what’s-his-name. Some of 

the world never knew Leonard Cohen existed but I think that now the world crumbles without 

him. People are missing him, and he holds us all together with the lyrics of “Hallelujah.”  

 

So, what are we but a recipe of dust and blood? To some other planet, somewhere quite distant, 

people create things to mimic us. I cannot decide if this might be altogether beautiful or simply 

paralyzing. As such great art exists, and I might never get to see it. Someone might have albums 

that sound just like Leonard Cohen’s; some distant planet might have a billion Leonard Cohen’s. 

 

As we try to cope with loss I think of the world and how it has responded to death. I imagine all 

the candlelit vigils women held when John Lennon was murdered, or how people wept in the 

streets when JFK was assassinated. What strikes me most is that I haven’t seen much of that for 

Cohen other than an article share here and there. Though the people don’t respond, I think that 

the Earth might be. The air hangs heavy with more smoke and the state of Tennessee warns 

citizens about the air quality. NASA tells people to stay inside. 
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I do not know where I might go when I die. People have told me that they have a good idea, and 

I think that humans cling to optimism in order to cope with tragedy. I don’t know where I might 

go. But I hope I might float to somewhere where Cohen’s voice croons all around. 

 

When once asked where his songs came from, Cohen replied, “If I knew, I’d go there more 

often.” I think he might be there now. And this somehow gives me hope. That there might be 

hope for us. That there might be hope for Leonard Cohen. That there might be hope for me. 

 

	


